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Abstract - Human Facial Expression Recognition (FER) is always been a challenging task for
researchers. Face expressions play an important role in non-verbal communication. Nowadays, deep learning
is achieving great attention in this area. But it is a tedious task to build a simple and effective architecture in
deep learning. The need is to develop an architecture which is fast to train and achieves good accuracy.
Therefore, for detecting human facial expressions deep learning model using a convolutional neural
network(CNN) is used in image classification as these models are effective and achieve high accuracy and
effictiveness for the facial expression recognition problems. This work is proposed to acquire results
improvement on FER-201, JAFFE, and CK+ dataset. Python platform is used for implementation and
execution of the proposed work.
Keywords-FER, CNN, Shallow CNN, Deep CNN.

I. Introduction
The emotions which bring faltering in the face muscles
are known as facial expressions. Emotion is a word
used to represent a feeling of a person at that instant of
time[1]. These are very much useful in the area of
computer vision and the interaction between humans
and computers. The human-computer interaction(HCI)
is highly inspired by human-human interaction. It has
its application in many areas such as can be used for
security purposes, medical management, driver safety
and many more. From the facial expressions on can be
able to predict the mood or behavior of the person thus,
it plays a major role in non-verbal communication[8].
During a group discussion, whoever puts more
emphasis on his/her words or speak in a sentimental or
energetic tone are much more noticed as compared to
others. The same procedure takes place with the
nonverbal visual communication.
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The facial images here are categorized into the
different facial emotion categories, namely, happy, fear,
angry disgust, sad, surprise and neutral are considered
in this study. Presently, a deep neural network is
extensively used in all the image processing and
computer vision techniques as it has the potential to
simply handle spatial images[23]. The deep neural
network is also able to give better results with a large
and variety of datasets. The objective of this work is to
propose a deep neural network model that includes
considerable layers of convolution and profound
residual blocks for recognition of human facial
emotion. Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) was
designed to simplify the feature selection procedure
and produce many accurate results as compared to
other existing methods. The work presented here may
be considered as the groundwork for overall automated
classification of human emotion system for use in
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various applications including E-learning, emotion
surveillance, lie detection, pain assessment and so on.
The rest of the paper is divided as in the second section
various related studies have been seen. Then in the rest
of the paper, the proposed work with the experimental
results has been discussed. Lastly, the paper is
concluded along with its future scope.
II. Related Study
Pengyuan Liu et.al.[2019] They have presented Cause
Emotion Action Corpus(CEAC) and proposes two
novel experiments named as emotion causality and
emotion inference[1]. The CEAC not only used to
determine emotions but it is also useful for analyzing
cause events and action events. They have analyzed the
baseline performance which shows that there is much
more improvement is needed in both the tasks.
Tarik A. Rashid[2018] In this paper, the author has
used different classifiers namely Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP), Decision Tree and CNN to determine emotion
recognition accuracy and came to the result that CNN
produces the best recognition accuracy. They have first
used preprocessing of data followed by balancing the
unbalanced dataset, next the significant features were
extracted for emotion recognition and finally, these
features are applied in a classifier model as input[2].
Hakan Boz et.al.[2018] The authors have implemented
the Artificial Intelligence(AI) technique for
recognizing human emotions. They have trained the
system using the Vortex Optimization Algorithm by
using different types of Human Recognition datasets
and uses the Cascade Feedforward Artificial Neural
Network.
Saeed Turabzadeh et.al.[2018] In this literature, the
emotions have been recognized in a real-time
environment and the dataset used is implemented from
videos. To detect the emotions at a faster frame rate in
real time environment the field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) is developed. Digilent VmodCAM
camera sensor is used in this study and ASTM
Apartan-6 FPGA is used to build the model[3]. For
displaying video in real time as well as for predicting

labels of the emotions the graphical user interface is
used.
Mostafa Mohammadpour et.al. [2017] — In this work,
CNN is developed for facial expressions recognition.
They have worked on seven basic human emotions and
uses the Cohn-Kanade database and achieved better
results. The novelty of their work is that they have used
facial Action Units(AUs) to achieve more accurate
results.
MD. Zia Uddin et.al.[2017] In this paper, for
recognizing the facial expressions a depth
camera-based novel technique is implemented. For
efficient emotion detection, the rank of each pixel in
the depth picture is calculated here by eight local
directional pixels. For each pixel in a depth image, the
eight surrounding directions and eight histograms are
implemented by using calculated ranks. They have then
concatenated these histograms for depth image feature
representation[10]. The various techniques are used in
this literature for the better features and at last, they
have trained the features using deep learning approach
for obtaining much more accurate results.
Viraj Mavani et.al.[2017] A CNN is designed on the
different datasets for determining human emotion
detection. The model is trained and tested
independently on the different facial expression
datasets[9]. Further, for predicting saliency the method
used by them is the Deep Multi-Layer Network and
they have also observed the general confusion as
exhibited by humans between various expressions.
III. Datasets
Deep Neural Network generally have the neccessity of
huge amount of data for training. Moreover, the
performance of the model depends on the selection of
images used for training data, therefore, the selection of
high qualitative and quantitative data must be done to
achieve good performance. There are various types of
facial recognition dataset that are available for human
emotion detection.
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FER-2013 dataset, which consists of about 36,000
images of 48x 48-pixel resolution which indicates that
the width and height of the image is 48. The six basic
emotions plus neutral emotion is used for prediction
and are labled from 0 to 7 as angry, disgust, fear, happy,
sad, surprise[24] and neutral respectively and batch size
of 64 is considered for the input processing task.
Following figure shows some samples from every class
of facial expression . Along with the labels defined for
images from 0 to 6, the images in the dataset are split
up into three distinct sets which are training, validation,
and test sets. These sets contains 28709 images for
training, 3589 images for testing, and the remaining
3589 is used for validation. This set of images is
choosen as it is a challenging dataset. The images are
not aligned properly and a part of them are not
correctly labeled and these challenges make the
classification task tough as the model should be robust
and well formed.
Besides FER 2013 dataset, the Extended CohnKanade
(CK+)[15], and the Japnese Female Facial Expression
(JAFFE)[16,19], are used. JAFFE database contains
the 7 facial expressions which has been discussed
earlier , as the name suggests JAFFE, contains 10
Japanese female models. This database consists of 60
Japanese subjects of seven basic emotions. 60 Japanese
subjects rated each picture on six emotional adjectives.
On the other hand, CK+ dataset consists of images of
both male and female. CK+ provides rules and baseline
outcomes for the tracking of facial feature, the unit of
action and recognition of emotion.
The datasets is distinguished on the basis of quantity,
quality, and ‘cleanness’ of the images. The emotions
‘in the wild’ are shown FERC-2013 set which makes
the images harder to recognize but the robustness of
the model can be achieved due to its large size. On the
other hand, the set of pictures in JAFFE and CK+
dataset are posed. Following figures shows the sample
images from JAFFE, FER-2013, CK+ dataset
respectively.

Fig.1. A JAFFE database sample images along with their
corresponding emotions

Fig.2. A FER2013 database sample images along with their
corresponding emotions.

Fig.3. A CK+ database sample images along with their
corresponding emotions

IV. Proposed Work

The CNN learning techniques namely the shallow
and deep CNN learning technique is compared. In
this, "Shallow" neural networks is a term used to
describe NN that usually has only one hidden
layer[25] as compared to deep NN which have
several hidden layers, often of various types. In
3

the recent study, it has been analyzed that deep
NN with the correct architecture performs better
than shallow ones with the same computing
power[8](eg. No. Of neurons or links).

Comparision of machine learning approach and
deep learning to differentiate facial expression is
shown in fig.4.

Fig.4. Comparision of a machine learning approach (left) to categorizing facial expression with deep learning (right).

Fig.5. A simple Shallow and Deep Neural Network Architecture

Here, the convolutional neural network(CNN) is
used as a deep neural network architecture for
FER[10]. Convolutional Neural Networks are very
comparable to normal Neural Networks, they
consist of neurons that have weights and biases.
Every neuron in this network acquires some inputs,
then performs its dot product and deliberately
succeeds it with a non-linearity. A single
differentiable score function is still expressed
throughout the network from the raw image pixels
on one end to class results at the other.
Convolutional Neural Networks take advantage of
the reality that the input consists of images and
they restrict the architecture sensibly[3].
Specifically, unlike a standard Neural Network, a
ConvNet’s layer have neurons organized in three

dimensions which represent
depth(activation volume).

width,

height,

Fig.6. System Design

Firstly, before giving the data for the input, the is
processed and the human face is detected, after the
detection the face is being cropped and the is used
for the further processing. In the proposed model
system, out of the two architectures discussed, the
shallow
CNN
architecture
consists
of
convolutional layer and fully connected(FC)
layer[25], the number of both the layers is two and
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one respectively. The convolutional layer used
priorly is consist of 64-3x3 filters. In addition to
these filters, batch normalization to protect the
input f rom being scattered, 2-dimension
maxpooling of 2x2 filter and dropout function to
reduce overfitting is used. Similarly, the second
convolutional layer architecture, with 128-3×3
filters,
batch normalization, dropout and
2d-maxpooling laeyer as used earlier. Lastly there
is a FC layer, with 512 neurons in its hidden layer
and for the working of loss function softmax is
used.

which flattens the input from ND to 1D without
affecting the batch size. The deep network uses the
cross entropy loss along with Adam optimizer.
Generally the system operates in 80-10-10 ratio
for training-validation-test sets respectively.
Apart from the FER-2013 dataset the deep neural
network is also trained and tested on the JAFEE
and CK+ dataset and achieved a better recognition
accuracy on all the datasets as compared to earlier
designed models (SVM, Shallow CNN) for FER.

Fig.12. CNN architecture for Shallow neural network

In the proposed, in deep CNN[2], the network
contains 2D convolutional layers and fully
connected layer which are four and three
respectively in number. The convolutional layer,
designed in the architecture contains 3×3 kernel
size, along with batch normalization, dropout and
ReLU as activation function. The convolutional
layer is accompanied by max-pooling with a
pooling window of 2X2 and stride as 2×2 which
discards 75 per cent of the activation by
downsampling each depth slice in the input by 2 in
width and height. After this a flatten layer is used

Fig.8. CNN architecture for Deep CNN
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Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) or ConvNet
are made up of neurons that have learnable
weights and biases. CNN architectures creates a
specific hypothesis the images are the inputs
which allows us to encode certain characteristics
into the architecture. These then make the forward
feature more effective to execute and significantly
decrease the quantity of parameters in the network.
The various layers of the architecture is described
belowa) Convolutional Layer Convolution is a
mathematical operation that combines two features
to create a third function. For extracting features
from the input image the initially used layer in the
CNN architecture is the convolutional layer [7].
This layer works on an input layer and to generate
a feature map filter is used. It takes the input as an
image matrix and a filter or kernel.
The matrix dimension of an image is in the form of
(h x w xd)
where, h, w, and d represent the height, weight,
depth respectively. The basic design of
convolution layers is shown in fig.9.
The product of this image matrix dimension is
done with the filter of the form (fh x fw x d). Here,
the depth of the image remains unchanged. Finally,
the output is obtained which is represented as (hfh+1) x (w- fw + 1) x 1 and this is known as volume
dimension output.

b) Pooling Layer In the ConvNet architecture, the
spatial size is reduced to scale down the parameter
amount as well as the computation power of the
network and hence the overfitting in the network
is also be controlled. On every input depth slice,
the pooling layer works independently and resizes
it spatially, using the different pooling operations.
Here we use the MAX pooling which is
commonly used with a stride size of 2.To calculate
the largest patch of every feature map the max
pooling operation is performed. This gives better
performance results in computer vision work as
compared to other pooling techniques like average
pooling. The function of pooling layer is shown in
fig.10. The pooling layer is computed on the basis
of following parameters[11].
•

It receives a volume size of W1×H1×D1,
where W1, H1, D1 represents the width,
height, and depth of the accepted input
respectively.
•
The two parameters are needed:
their spatial extent which is represented as G,
the stride S,
•
Finally, the output is produced of volume
W2×H2×D2, where W2×H2×D2 is calculated asW2=(W1−G)/S+1
eq.(1)
H2=(H1−G)/S+1
eq.(2)
D2=D1
eq.(3)
•
Introduces zero parameters since it
computes a fixed function of the input
•
For Pooling layers, it is not usual to pad
the input using zero-padding

Fig.9. A basic design of Convolutional Layer
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n

F ( x) = A( W * x)
i =1

where 'A' is an Activation function,'W' is a Weight
matrix.

Fig.10. The function of Pooling Layer

c) Normalization Layer We normalize the input
layer by changing and scaling the activations, the
input is normalized. For instance, if the features are
in the range 0 to 1 and some are from 1 to 1000
then in order to speed up the learning they should
be normalized Batch normalization decreases the
quantity by the value of the hidden unit
(covariance shift)[13].

e) Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) The ReLU, is
not a distinct element of the method of CNN. The
aim of implementing the feature of the rectifier
function is to enhance the non-linearity of our
images[17]. The need to do this is because images
obtained are generally non-linear in terms of their
pixels transition, the color or edge difference, etc.
Rectified linear unit is shown in fig.(11)

Fig.11.Rectified Linear Unit Operation.

d) Fully Connected(FC) Layer The input of the
FC layer is the result which we obtained from the
final pooling layer.The output of the final pooling
layer acts as an input to the fully connected layer.
The feature vector in the input is represented as a
fully connected layer and it holds the information
which is essential for the input. During training,
this feature vector is being used to determine the
loss, and help the network to get a train[11]. Each
conv layer holds several filters that represent one
of the local features. The FC layer holds
composite and aggregated information from all the
conv layers that matters the most.FC layer uses
SoftMax as the final classification layer to predict
the given input category[13]. The result generated
by the FC layer with neuron size ‘n’ and with input
x will be as follows:

V. Experimental results
The architectures compared here for facial
expression recognition are SVM, shallow neural
networks and deep CNN using all the three
datasets. We are fitting the model using
appropriate epochs with 0.001 learning rate and it
is compiled using categorical_crossentropy as the
loss function to get the better classification results.
We have concluded that better identification
accuracy is achieved using the deep Convolutional
Neural Network. The following figures show the
results obtained from different datasets along with
their test results which are acquired by testing the
result on different images.
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Recognition accuracy is observed on various
datasets as shown in Table1 which shows Deep
CNN performance accuracy is morw in case of all
selected datasets
VI

Fig.12. Recognition results of different datasets after training
the data

Conclusion

In this study, the human facial expressions have
been recognized and tested on the various image
datasets which make an interactive environment
between humans and computers. Various types of
datasets are analyzed and results are compared
with different algorithms that are used for facial
expression recognition to recognize different
emotions in a better way. The work then has been
tested on various pictures. Among the different
FER algorithms, we have concluded that the deep
Convolutional Neural Network which uses the full
face as an input in this study is determined to
produce the best recognition accuracy.
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